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ProActive at Solution Linux conference, March 16-18, 2010,
Paris, France
Attend ProActive's talks in the
Virtualisation & Cluster and SOA and
Open Source Software tracks or during the
OW2 session.

Get connected
Join the community:
http://www.activeeon.com/
developers

Join us on the OW2 booth! Read more...

Subcribe the mailing list:

Products

http://mail.ow2.org/wws/arc/
proactive

ProActive Parallel Suite
Stable release available!

4.2

On December 24th 2009 we had the great pleasure to release this new stable
version of ProActive after a lot of tests and improvements increasing the
stability of the Technology Preview version issued for SC'09 event.
ProActive Parallel Suite structure evolved in this new version to better fit
your needs and further ease parallel and distributed computing:
functionalities related to resources management are now packaged in one
single product, ProActive Resourcing.
As always, all products within the suite are fully compatible and provide a
very comprehensive solution:
ProActive Programming 4.2
Further improves file processing and integration of parallelism in your
application with run time annotation and more...
ProActive Scheduling 2.0
Dramatically eases data management and storage, provides more insight on
workload distribution and more...
ProActive Resourcing 2.0
Widens the type of resources you can aggregate to further increase the
available computing power: virtual machines and cloud nodes, learn more...

Interoperability
Standardization
ProActive team continuously focus on interoperability concerns. One way
to achieve a sustainable interoperability is standardization. The
implementation of the GCM ETSI Grid standard in ProActive was recently
demonstrated. Read more!

Download
Get started today,
download ProActive:
Enterprise Edition
Community Edition

Training
Parallel Processing for
the Enterprise
March 25, 2010
April 29, 2010

Hands-On ProActive
Parallel Suite: Bridging
Distributed and MultiCore Computing
March 26, 2010
April 30, 2010

Partnerships
ActiveEon continues to extend his partnership network in order to better integrate our product in packaged
solutions.
HP
HP and ActiveEon have released a new brochure presenting the partnership between HP and us. Read it!
Carri
CARRI SYSTEMS is a company recognized for its technological expertise in high performance computer
systems. ProActive Parallel Suite® federates existing machines (both Linux and Windows) with CARRI
solutions (PC, GPU PC and Rack 4U, HPC clusters) into a uniform powerful infrastructure for both CPU
and GPU computing. Read the announcement.
NVIDIA
ActiveEon announced strategic relationship with NVIDIA for multi-GPUs support with ProActive Parallel
Suite. Read the announcement.

ProActive Community
ProActive gains new users in BioTech
ProActive gains new users in biotech like IPMC laboratory in Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) for
pharmacology, IGS laboratory from CNRS and INRA institute in genomics, biology and phylogenetic
analysis. They use ProActive Scheduling and Resourcing to distribute Sequencing analysis pipeline or
BLAST and MisterBayes applications.
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